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Track cashflow… to be in the know!
Many businesses are struggling with
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MINDBENDERS
HIDATO
The goal of Hidato is to fill the grid with consecutive numbers that
connect horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.
The smallest and the highest numbers are given on the grid and it has been partially filled to get you started.

cashflow at the moment, and yes, we
know that’s stating the obvious. But it’s
times like these that highlight just how
important cashflow is to a business;
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it’s not all about profit, unfortunately.
Cashflow forecasting in good times
helps a business owner plan ahead for
growth. In tough times, though, it really
helps them grit their teeth and not
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lose hope.
At Essendon, many of our clients use
a handy little app called Fluidly to
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help them track their cashflow. It can
connect to your accounting software,
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analyse your data, and present you with
a detailed baseline cashflow forecast…
at the press of a button. It does the
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number crunching, so you can then do
the strategising and planning.
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Do you…
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Loathe nasty surprises?
Hate compiling cashflow spreadsheets?
Want to be able to make swift financial
decisions?
Love information at your fingertips?

Have a look at Fluidly… we reckon it’s a
game changer for businesses wanting
to take control of their finances. And
if you discover a nasty hole, we have a
superb team of financial collaborators
who can help you work out how to
plug it!
Answer (top to bottom, left to right) 7, 6, 5, 12, 8, 4, 3, 13, 11, 9, 19, 2, 14, 10, 18, 1, 15, 16, 17

Want to maximise the potential of your
business? Contact the Business Godparent
now to steer you in the right direction.
Call today on 01908 774320
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